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Blue Power Casting Systems was founded three 
years ago as a sister company of our established 
company Indutherm GmbH. 
Indutherm is developing and providing metal 
casting solutions since more than 22 years – 
first for the jewellery industry, soon later for 
other sectors as well. 

By launching our new brand BLUE POWER we 
are have been taking the logical next step. In 
our new company BluePower Casting Systems 
GmbH we have concentrated our joint capability 
and expertise in metal casting and atomisation 
technology to support our customers even more 
focussed in their longing for the best fitting 
solution in metal processing. 

More than 22 years of experience: 

Blue Power, your Partner 
for innovative metal casting 
solutions.

Capability based on experience and 
research

We generally develop and test our systems in 
close collaboration with users from different 
sectors. The varying requirements and areas 
of use has been fundamental to our expertise. 
Numerous machines have also resulted from 
research projects that we frequently carry out in 
conjunction with well-known research partners. 
All of our clients can take advantage of this 
expertise, in the form of advanced technology 
and competent consulting and support. 

Solutions for four different categories of 
manufacturing

Systems for metal powder production

Casting systems
for vacuum pressure casting according to the 
lost-wax-casting principle

Continuous casting and granulating 
machines 
for production of semi-finished material

Melting and pouring systems

ServiCeS, ConSuMableS, equipMent page 4

atoMiSation / air ClaSSifying SySteMS AU / AC series page 6

CaSting SySteMS
High temperature vacuum pressure casting systems (tilting principle) VTC series page 10

Table top vacuum pressure casting systems (tilting principle) MC series page 14

Vacuum pressure casting systems (bottom pouring principle) VC series page 16

(vaCuuM) ContinuouS CaSting MaChineS CC/VCC series page 26

granulating unitS GU series page 30

Melting and pouring SySteMS
Tilting furnaces TF series page 32

Melting machines for hand pouring MU/MUV series page 34
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alwayS in foCuS: the MoSt eConoMiCal 
Solution for your deMandS

original bluepower consumables: 
quality pays off!

Our own high quality consumables, such as 
crucibles, dies or sealing rods, are specially 
developed for BluePower machines. Only using 
original BluePower consumables makes sense 
for a number of reasons:

1. Compact graphite ensures greater   
 durability for crucibles and sealing rods

2. Higher quality casting results
•	Less contamination from extraneous   

material like lead etc
•	Less graphite contamination in alloys and 

castings 
•	Less gas porosity => reduced post-  

production costs, less material loss

3. Less stress for the casting machines
•	Our crucibles have lower electrical 

resistance, meaning that there is less 
stress on the inductor, condenser 
assembly, transformer and generator – 
resulting in greater durability for these 
components

•	Less power consumption

4. An extra two years of warranty for free if you  
 only use original BluePower consumables.

perfectly suited equipment:
investment machines, furnaces, sandblasters

1. Vacuum investment machine INDU MIX for bubble-free 
mixing of the investment compound and filling of the flask. 
The integrated vibrator eliminates any possible air bubbles.
Indumix 2+ for 1 flask 100 x 120mm (Ø x h)
Indumix 3+ for up to 3 flasks 100 x 120mm (Ø x h)
Indumix 4+ for 1 flask 130 x 250 mm (Ø x h)

2. 1,000°C furnace AK 20 for melting out the wax and burning out 
the form. Temperature pre-selection, high-quality insulation.   
AK 20 interior size:  ~ 300 x 300 x 200 (h) mm 
Also available AK 50:  ~ 300 x 450 x 315 (h) mm 
Also available AK 135:  ~ 410 x 620 x 575 (h) mm

3. Casting machine

4. Sand blasting cabinet for easy removal of plaster:  
air pressure requirement: 270 l/min at 10 bar,   
150 l/min at 5 bar, connection for suction system,  
foot switch for adjusting pressure

the casting process from start to finish from a 
single supplier, perfectly tuned to your needs

We can offer you competent consultation in the various 
moulding, casting and finishing processes. Moreover we 
can support you in planning and equipping your complete 
foundry.

ready for future standards

Our systems are equipped with a software and 
interface management that allows remote ser-
vice and support and the communication with 
external systems.

easy to service 

Simple replacement of all major components 
guarantees fast and easy servicing, minimises 
the risk of lengthy production interruptions and 
ensures long term reliability. All BLUE POWER 
machines with an induction generator may 
be equipped with a GSM modem for remote 
service. This enables us to connect us directly to 
the machine
 _ for a regular check-up of the machine
 _ for fast service in the event of malfunctions 
 _ for detailed help and advice with complicated 
casting procedures
 _ for software updates

energy efficiency that goes 
that bit further  

The induction generators and inductors in 
our machines are designed with the highest 
possible level of effectiveness in mind. 
Efficient insulation ensures that the induction 
generated loses as little energy as possible for 
fast melting of the metal. The thermal insulation 
around the inductor and crucible effectively 
reduces heat radiation; the melting chamber 
acts like a Faraday cage to prevent the radiation 
of electromagnetic waves. The infused stainless 
steel coolant water lines further improve the 
shielding effect.  
Efficient energy use also reduces energy con-
sumption for water re-cooling in the machine 
and the potential need for air-conditioning in 
the foundry. 

Casting simulation: know what you’re 
doing before you do it! 

Professional computer simulation of the casting 
process offers you peace of mind before em-
barking on complicated casting jobs: instead of 
tedious and costly failures, we can determine 
all the relevant parameters beforehand – mould 
construction, positioning of sprues, temper-
ature, pressure relationships – based on your 
CAD data.
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Easy to
service

DMS-software:
remote service via 
modem

Easy to service:
replacing the generator by opening 
only two screws
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the powder atoMiSation plantS – au SerieS

for fast and economic production of small 
batches of metal powder

The BLUE POWER atomisation plants have been 
particularly designed for the flexible and economic 
production of small-scale metal powder batches. 
Traditional large-scale production plants cannot 
provide this economic advantage. Frequently 
changing alloys in production require high clean-
ing efforts to avoid cross contamination. Particu-
larly in R&D or in high value e.g. precious metal 
powder applications small amounts of various 
kinds of powder are frequently required, often also 
new types of alloy powder not available on the 
market. 

7

high quality metal powders – in a wide 
spectrum of alloys and particle sizes

Our atomisers produce high quality powders with 
high purity, sphericity and reproducible size distri-
bution with mean particle sizes between ~10 µm 
and 200 µm for Additive Manufacturing and 
MIM appications, as well as for other powder 
metallurgy processes e.g. soldering. To obtain 
specific metal powder characteristics, the AU ma-
chines work with different easy-to-change nozzle 
systems: free fall and close coupled atomisation 
nozzles. Flow optimisation in the spray chamber 
ensures an increased powder quality (avoidance 
of satellites).

Ag-based solder alloy powder with an average particle size of ~60 µm

Easy change of alloy and atomisation nozzle for powder production in a wide range of particle sizes

The BLUE POWER atomisers are generally suita-
ble for inert gas atomisation of a wide spectrum 
of alloys, such as for example those based on Cu, 
Au, Ag or Sn (standard versions) as well as Fe, Co, 
Ni, Pd (high temperature versions). 
The inductive heating takes place in graphite 
crucibles (up to 1,600° C) or in ceramic crucibles 
(up to 1,750° C, up to 2,000° C in development). 
The crucible volumes reach from 1,500 ccm to 
12,000 ccm. 

easy-to-clean concept 

Polished stainless steel surfaces prevent pow-
der adhesions in spray chamber, cyclone and 
collector – all parts are easy to clean without 
any residues. This way the risk of metal loss and 
cross-contamination is reduced to minimum.

Close coupled nozzle

Free fall nozzle
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Particle size [µm] 

Close Coupled Atomization 8 bar; 1400 
°C; d50 = 28,4 µm; Sig = 2,16 

Close Coupled Atomization 12 bar; 1400 
°C; d50 = 23 µm; Sig = 2,03 

Close Coupled Atomization 12 bar; 1400 
°C; Hot gas 300 °C; d50 = 15,4 µm; Sig = 
2,09 
Free Fall Atomization 25 bar; 1200 °C;      
d50 = 81,2 µm; Sig = 1,70 
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Fine-tuning of the particle size distribution a.o. is obtained by variation of gas pressure and gas temperature (up to  450°C):
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the powder atoMiSation plantS

oxidation-free processing

The AU machines offer the possibility of oxi-
dation-free processing in the closed-chamber 
machine by means of de-gassing, vacuum and 
protective gas features. 

the blue power-atomisers – at a glance: 

 _ very simple handling via LCD-Display and 
neatly arranged control panel  
 _ flexible and economic production of small 
scale metal powder batches
 _ easy-to-clean concept: minimum metal loss 
and cross-contamination 
 _ high powder yield over a particularly wide 
particle size range via flexible, modular usage 
of different atomisation nozzles and hot gas 
atomisation
 _ particularly high process stability due to  
optimised nozzle systems
 _ anti-oxidation features

9

Watch our atomization plant in action on . 

the air Classifiers aC 1000 / aC 1000 g

The Blue Power Air Classifiers allows the economi-
cal and flexible classification of small metal pow-
der batches. They are suitable for the separation 
into fine and coarse powder fractions especially 
also in the range < 25 µm, where conventional 
sieving operations fail. The throughput is up to 
25 kg/h (bronze).

Low cleaning efforts with little metal loss and 
cross contamination, as well as high process 
stability qualify this plant for research, develop-
ment and small scale-production with the need 
for frequent alloy changes, especially also for 
precious and other specialty metals*.

Our Air Classifier is also available as “G” version 
featuring classification by clean inert gas. The 
AC 1000 G is especially recommended for the 
classification of metals or alloys where uptake of 
oxygen, humidity or contaminations from room 
air must be avoided.AU 1000 AU 3000 AU 12000

crucible volume in ccm* 1,500 3,400 12,000
volume in kg bronze 9 22 80
volume in kg steel** 6 16 60
single cycle time 1.5-4 h 2-5 h 3-7 h
generator kw (400 V) 20 30 40-60
     
*  liquid metal up to top level of the crucible – other volumes on request.
** volume reduction with ceramic crucible inserts for the high-temperature versions
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Particle diameter dP / µm 

Fine fraction after classification: 
d10=4,1; d50=7,5; d90=10,6; sig=1,5 

As-Atomised 1250°C; CCA 24 bar; 
Hot gas 330°C: d10=6,1; d50=16,5; 
d90=37,0; sig=2,0 

Coarse fraction after classification: 
d10=12,4; d50=21,3; d90=42,3; 
sig=1,6 

Particle size distributions of gas atomised Au 18 ct powder separated in coarse and fine powder fractions 
with air classifier AC 1000. The cut point, in the example shown ~10µm, can be shifted by variations of the 
classifier wheel speed and the fan settings.

particle diameter dp/μm

the air ClaSSifierS
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the vtC SerieS: 
for every Metal or alloy you want to CaSt

vtC vacuum/pressure casting machines 

The VTC 100 V – VTC 800 V are extremely versa-
tile casting machines suitable for a wide range of 
applications. While the VTC series was originally 
designed as a high-temperature casting machine 
for casting steel, palladium, platinum etc. (max. 
2,100° C), large flasks also make it suitable for 
economically producing castings in each other  
material.

The machine combines a dual-chamber differential 
pressure system with a tilting mechanism. The 
casting process is achieved by rotating the entire 
melting-casting unit by 90°. One benefit of the 
tilting system is the use of economically priced 

graphite or ceramic crucibles instead of crucibles 
with holes and sealing rods; these tend to have 
a longer endurance. Some alloys, such as copper 
beryllium, quickly cause crucibles with holes and 
sealing rods to become untight and therefore 
useless, and for this reason, many users have so far 
processed such alloys only in open systems – which 
means they can’t choose to optimise the process 
with overpressure or vacuum. With the VTC series, 
these handicaps no longer apply.

A vacuum can be produced in the melting chamber 
and the casting chamber to avoid oxidation pro-
cesses during melting and air pockets in the casting 
mould. 

casting pressing onmelting

vacuum

vacuum

vacuum

vacuum
vacuum

overpressure



Graphite crucible and ceramic crucible

The flask is automatically pressed against the 
melting chamber for casting, making it possible 
to switch to overpressure during casting for 
better mould filling; in addition, the vibration 
technology optimises the process even further. 
As well as casting with flasks, casting into ingot 
moulds is also possible.

 Sweep mode vibration 
system for perfect results 
even in bad flowing metals

The VTC machines are equipped with the advan-
ced sweep mode vibration system. It considers 
that each casting tree and even each item of 
a tree has a different resonance frequency, 
depending on its shape and size. Generating 
variable frequencies the sweep mode vibration 
ensures that the optimum frequency is covered. 
Read more about on page 18.
 

handling and control

Operation is simple and safe thanks to a 
clearly arranged and easy-to-use LCD display. 
All parameters, right down to the variable tilting 
speed, can be individually set and saved to 
ensure that recurring castings always produce 
consistent results.

the high vacuum casting systems 
vtC 100 v ti - vtC 800 v ti

Highly reactive metals such as titanium, copper 
beryllium, amorphous steel etc. pose particu-
lar challenges when casting. Hence until now 
the only way to cast these metals was to use 
extremely expensive specialised machines. As 
part of a joint AiF ZIM research project, BLUE 
POWER’s  sister company Indutherm has col-
laborated with the FEM institute in Schwaebisch 
Gmund under the sponsorship of the Federal 
Ministry for Economics and Technology to de-
velop a cost-effective solution for casting highly 
reactive metals: the VTC Ti machines. The ideal 
structural basis proved to be the VTC 200 V 
tilting casting machine. 
Following numerous modifications, such as 
completely reconstructed valves and hose 
connections, special seals and an evacuation 
and inert gas flushing process tailored to the 
machine, the prerequisites for the required 
vacuum of 10–3 mbar were met. Furthermore, 
special crucibles and inductors were developed, 
as the ceramic crucibles that are normally used 
also react with titanium. They also reduce melt-
ing times – and the shorter the melting time, 
the less time there is for a possible reaction.
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vtC 100 v / ti vtC 200 v / ti
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
volume graphite crucible 25 ccm = 450 g  Au 18 ct 145 ccm = 2.0 kg  Au 18 ct
volume ceramic crucible 30 ccm = 600 g Pt / 250 g steel 180 ccm = 2.5 kg Pt / 1 kg steel
for use of flasks up to ø 125 mm / 220 mm h ø 125 mm / 220 mm h 

handling+control
vibration technology   sweep mode   sweep mode
automatic tilting with motor drive
automatic flask fixing
casting programs 100 100
temperature measurement thermocouple up to 1,300°C thermocouple up to 1,300°C

optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C

quality management
RS 232 interface, diagnostic system
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
pyrometer with video output

      = standard equipment        = optional

vtC 100 v / ti vtC 200 v / ti
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
volume graphite crucible 25 ccm = 450 g  Au 18 ct 145 ccm = 2.0 kg  Au 18 ct
volume ceramic crucible 30 ccm = 600 g Pt / 250 g steel 180 ccm = 2.5 kg Pt / 1 kg steel
for use of flasks up to ø 125 mm / 220 mm h ø 125 mm / 220 mm h 

handling+control
vibration technology   sweep mode   sweep mode
automatic tilting with motor drive
automatic flask fixing
casting programs 100 100
temperature measurement thermocouple up to 1,300°C thermocouple up to 1,300°C

optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C

quality management
RS 232 interface, diagnostic system
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
pyrometer with video output

      = standard equipment        = optional

vtC 100 v / ti vtC 200 v / ti
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
volume graphite crucible 25 ccm = 220 g  Cu 145 ccm = 1.2 kg  Cu
volume ceramic crucible 30 ccm = 600 g Pt / 250 g steel 180 ccm = 2.5 kg Pt / 1 kg steel
for use of flasks up to ø 125 mm / 220 mm h ø 125 mm / 220 mm h 

 125 mm / 350 mm h  125 mm / 350 mm h 

handling+control
vibration technology   sweep mode   sweep mode
automatic tilting with motor drive
automatic flask fixing
casting programs 100 100
temperature measurement thermocouple up to 1,300°C thermocouple up to 1,300°C

optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
pyrometer with video output
vacuum investment mixer Indumix 4+ (see page 5)
furnace AK 135 (see page 5)
vacuum pump

      = standard equipment        = optional

the vtC SerieS
vaCuuM preSSure CaSting MaChineS

Control system with LCD
Display 

The casting process is 
achieved by rotating the 
entire melting-casting 
unit by 90°.

Flask size 
Ø125 mm x 220 mm h,
optional up to 350 mm h

2100° C
12 kW 3x400 V

2100° C
15 kW 3x400 V

vtC 400 v / ti vtC 800 v / ti
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
volume graphite crucible 300 ccm = 2.4 kg Cu 600 ccm = 4.8 kg Cu
volume ceramic crucible 300 ccm = 2.0 kg steel 600 ccm = 4.0 kg  steel
for use of flasks up to ø 125 mm / 220 mm h ø 125 mm / 220 mm h 

 125 mm / 350 mm h  125 mm / 350 mm h 

handling+control
vibration technology   sweep mode   sweep mode
automatic tilting with motor drive
automatic flask fixing
casting programs 100 100
temperature measurement thermocouple up to 1,300°C thermocouple up to 1,300°C

optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C optical pyrometer up to 2,000°C

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
pyrometer with video output
vacuum investment mixer Indumix 4+ (see page 5)
furnace AK 135 (see page 5)
vacuum pump

      = standard equipment        = optional

13

2100° C
20 kW 3x400 V

2100° C
20 kW 3x400 V

12
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MC SerieS tabletop CaSting MaChineS

high-tech in most compact size

The MC series vacuum pressure casting machines are compact yet highly professional 
casting systems for Rapid Prototyping studios and laboratories. They offer extremely 
short processing time from mould manufacturing to completed casting; simple, safe 
operation; high quality and reproducible casting results. 
The operating system features individual setting and saving of parameters to achieve 
maximum performance from every pattern mould and every alloy. The MC machines 
with the “V” suffix are equipped with the Indutherm vibration system (see page 18). 
Vibration switched on directly after casting is a decisive factor in enhancing mould 
filling with very filigree parts.

After pouring, the MC series automatically switch to overpressure in order to optimise the mould filling even for 
delicate parts. Alternatively it is also possible to keep the vacuum.

MC 16 MC 20 V MC 60 V MC 100 V
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
casting volume 100 g  Au 18 ct 100 g  Au 18 ct 450 g  Au 18 ct 450 g  Au 18 ct

110 g steel / 200 g Pt 110 g steel / 200 g Pt 300 g Ag 935 250 g steel / 500 g Pt
for use of flasks up to ø 30/50/65/80 mm x 80 mm h up to ø 30/50/65/80 mm x 80 mm h up to ø 80/100 mm x 120 mm h up to ø 80/100 mm x 120 mm h

handling+control
control panel by LCD-Display, full text readout by LCD-Display, full text readout by LCD-Display, full text readout by LCD-Display, full text readout
automatic vacuum function 
automatic overpressure function
casting also under vacuum only
vacuum or overpressure after casting   –1 up to +2 bar   –1 up to +3 bar   –1 up to +2 bar   –1 up to +3 bar
function washing by inert gas
vibration system –
supply: cooling water, inert gas argon or nitrogen
temperature measurement/control   up to 1,300°C    up to 1,600°C   up to 2,000°C   up to 1,300°C   up to 2,000°C

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories (see page 5)
vacuum investment mixer Indumix 2+/Indumix 3+
furnace AK 20/AK 50
sand blasting cabinet
vacuum pump, up to 8 m3/h / up to 21 m3/h  / –  / –  / – / 
floor unit – – –

  

     = standard equipment        = optional

  

1300° C
3.5 kW 230 V single phase

2000° C
3.5 kW 230 V single phase

2000° C
3.5 kW 230 V single phase

2000° C
8 kW 3x400 V
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find the casting solution perfectly fitting 
to your requirements

The range of our VC series machines reach from 
small to very large capacities, from semi-auto-
matic systems to solutions for a fully automated 
casting production. A lot special features are 
enabling you to optimize each casting according 
to its individual characteristics.

efficient process handling

Separate lock systems for 
Overlapping Casting

All BLUE POWER VC machines have separate 
lock systems for the melting chamber and 
flask chamber. This allows time to be saved by 
“overlapping” casting: while the flask remains 
in the flask chamber for several minutes after 
the casting, you may fill in and heat up the next 
charge. 

Pneumatic bell lock and closing system
The melting chambers of all VC machines are 
locked by a pneumatic system. VC 650 V and 
VC 680 V are additionally equipped with an auto-
matic closing system.

Automatic flask and chamber lift
The flask lift facilitates the handling of the 
flasks. When swivelling-in the vacuum cham-
ber, the inserted flask is lowered and then the 
chamber is automatically docked. When open-
ing the chamber, the flask is lifted for easy take 
out. This way you can use of economic flasks 
without flange.

Program control system for fast and certified 
casting processes
Thanks to the control panel with full text LCD 
display, all programs and parameters are very 

Melting by induction technology:
The crucible with the material is located 

in the core of the induction coil. By 
generating a strong alternating magnetic 

field, the result is a strong alternating 
current in the graphite crucible and in 

the metal. This leads to fast heating up 
and thorough mixing of the material.

Vacuum Casting

the vC SerieS
vaCuuM preSSure CaSting MaChineS

easy and convenient to set. The semi-auto-
matic machines offer temperature programs. 
The fully automatic machines have a pro-
gram control system involving all parame-
ters. Up to 100 casting programs guarantee 
fast operation and con sistent casting results.
The program control and the integrated data 
printer ensure a high level of safety and the 
possibi lity of precise process documentation 
(important for certified casting processes).

Ready for future standards
As all our systems the VC series 

machines are equipped with a software and 
interface management that allows remote 
service and support and forms the base for 
future networking with other systems.

pressure conditions and control – 
essential for your perfect casting result

Automatic vacuum and overpressure in the 
melting and flask chambers
Vacuum in the melting chamber provides 
the degassing of the alloy and avoids 
undesired oxidation during melting (a low 
oxygen content is particularly important 
when casting silver or red gold). Vacuum in 
the flask chamber during casting improves 
the form filling when casting filigree parts 
and avoids air inclusions. In addition, the 

system switches to overpressure in the 
melting chamber and increases the pressure 
difference. 

Oxidation-reduced Casting system
This special feature eliminates the danger of 
oxidation while the flask is cooling down.

Turbulence Reduction Software
TRS ensures a faster and more laminar metal 
flow. It improves form filling and avoids that 
investment particles are broken off at critical 
areas of the form. 

Turbo Pressure / Turbo Pressure PLUS
It optimises the casting of very small and 
filigree objects and guarantees perfect results 
when casting with stones. Turbo Pressure 
allows a precisely defined pressure to be 
achieved rapidly. For all program-controlled 
VC models, depending on the selected pro-
gram the Turbo Pressure will start automat-
ically exactly at the required time. The Turbo 
Pressure PLUS system allows an even higher 
and faster pressurizing. 

HSC – High Speed Casting
HSC improves even more the filling and 
surface quality of filigree designs or those 
with large and flat surfaces. 

precise temperature control

Dual temperature control
Temperature measurements in both the 
crucible wall and the crucible center 
(integrated into the sealing rod) mean the 
temperature limits are strictly adhered to.

Flask temperature measurement 
Until recently flasks with incorrect or differ-
ent temperatures were a safety risk. During 
casting of very small or delicate parts the 
temperature of the flask is of utmost impor-
tance. The measurement of the flask temper-
ature (standard for the machines VC 650 V 
and VC 680 V) is an important feature with 
regards to safety. The temperature of the 
flask can be monitored to within one degree.
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vC 400 vC 500
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.  

capacity
crucible volume   170 ccm = 2.5 kg Au 18 ct*   245 ccm = 3.6 kg Au 18 ct*

  386 ccm = 5.8 kg Au 18 ct*
for use of flasks up to ø 130 mm / 240 mm h   ø 130 mm / 240 mm h

  ø 160 mm / 400 mm h

handling+control

maximum pressure  1.5 bar/  3.0 bar  1.5 bar/  3.0 bar
automatic bell lock   
program control/programs by LCD-display, full text readout/20
dual temperature control
flask and chamber lift  
variable vacuum in flask chamber
turbo pressure system
turbulence reduction software  

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, 
diagnostic system  
data printer – –
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
sintering kit (for diffusion bonding)
granulation tank

other versions
also available as granulating unit – GU 500

*  Liquid metal up to top level of the crucible       = standard equipment        = optional

vibration technology for enhanced 
casting results 

The BLUE POWER Vibration System

 _ Vibration during casting generally improves material 
flow and mould filling
 _ Castings exhibit a higher and more consistent 
density  
 _ Porosity is substantially reduced  
 _ 50% smaller grain size
 _ Risk of hot cracks is reduced.
 _ Castings have greater stress and elasticity proper-
ties, making them easier to process further.

Sweep Mode Vibration System

The new sweep mode vibration system can do even 
more: it considers that each casting tree and even 
each item of a tree has a different resonance frequency, 
depending on its shape and size. The sweep mode 
vibration generating variable frequencies covers all 
natural resonances.

porosity with vibration

grain structure without 
vibration*

grain structure with 
vibration*

*Au 18 ct: 750 Au,128 Ag, 122 Cu

elongation limit ~12% better with vibration
tensile strength ~25% better with vibration
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vC 400

The ideal machine for smaller companies 
producing moderate quantities but needing 
considerably more capacity than that offered 
by the MC machines. Often, experienced 
casters are not particularly interested in 
automated functions or program control, 
and they can achieve the same quality with 
the VC 400 machine as with more advanced 
ones. Its induction generator guarantees fast 
heat-up and thorough mixing of the molten 
metal by inductive bath movement. VC 400 
and VC 500 do not only provide the Turbo 
Pressure function, in addition they also switch 
to overpressure automatically after casting.

vC 500 

For larger production quantities with con-
tinuous casting operation, greater perfor-
mance (shorter casting times) with even 
larger crucibles and flask capacities (flasks 
up to 160 mm ø/400 mm H) is important. 
The high maximum temperature of 1,600°C 
extends the possible range of alloys. 
Temperature measurements in both the 
crucible and the flask mean the best possible 
repeat accuracy in the process. If alloys are 
changed frequently, 20 different temperature 
programs simplify working procedures.

VC 500 with 
an optional 
granulating tank

1400° C
3.5 kW 230 V or 4.5 kW 3x400 V

1600° C
10 kW 3x400 V / 3x208 V

19
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Ready for the future

Refilling without loss of temperature and pressure
The refill system with programmable dosing makes 
it possible to introduce the next batch of metal 
without the need to open the melting chamber. 
This ensures that the melting chamber tempera-
ture remains high and unnecessary loss of energy 
is avoided. Most importantly: No oxygen enters the 
melting chamber so the chamber does not need to 
be evacuated again and refilled with inert gas. 

This makes for faster casting cycles; the crucible 
and sealing rod benefit from the largely constant 
atmosphere and temperature and have significantly 
longer service lives.

An additional pressure tank integrated into 
the plant provides for even faster overpressure 
build-up for activation of the TurboPressure PLUS 
function.

The VC 680 R special development has been specifically programmed and converted for use with robots.

Additional Turbo
Pressure PLUS 
pressure tank

Thanks to its novel filling system, the 
new VC 680 V vacuum pressure casting machine 
ensures maximum efficiency. With this innovative 
filling technique it is no longer necessary to open 
the melting chamber for the next batch of metal. 
An automatic metal sensor signals when material 
is missing in the feeder and needs replenishing. 

The advantages:
 —lower personnel costs 
 —more consistent casting quality
 —better process stability, less waste 
 —optimised overlapping casting
 —up to 20 casting cycles per hour
 —high energy efficiency 
 —longer service lives for consumables
 —minimised metal loss
 —replenishment without loss of pressure

Our casting plants are already prepared 
for the requirements of the future such as Industry 
4.0. The program control unit, the interfaces and 
the GSM modem enable communication with other 
systems. For instance, remote controlling, online 
software updating and robot integration in the 
casting process are all possible.      

Automatic sealing rod, dual 
temperature measurement
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the fully autoMatiC vC MaChineS

vC 450

The VC 450 is equipped with a program 
control system with full text read out LCD 
display. 20 different casting cycles may 
be stored for reproducible and consistent 
casting results. Optionally this machine is 
also available with BLUE POWER vibration 
system (VC 450 V).

vC 480 v

In addition to the technical equipment of the 
VC 450, the VC 480 V comes with an 8 kW 
generator, an advanced program control with 
100 casting programs, automatic flask and 
chamber lift, variable vacuum in the flask 
chamber and the BLUE POWER vibration 
system.

vC 650 v

The fully equipped VC 650 V is convincing 
by very high speed and casting quality. High 
crucible capacities, sweep mode vibration 
system and up to 3 bar overpressure are 
the essential advantages predestining this 
machine for large productions. 

vC 680 v

The new VC 680 V is based on the VC 650 V. 
However, the filling device provided as 
standard means there is no need to open 
the melting chamber for refilling, making for 
even more efficient and safe casting produc-
tion. You will find further details on the  
VC 680 V on page 21.

peripheral equipment for the vC 
machines

For the VC machines VC 400 – VC 680 V and 
also for the VTC series machines we recom-
mend our investment mixer Indumix 4+ and 
the burnout furnace AK 135 (see page 5).   
For all machines working with water cooling 
systems (VC, VTC, CC, VCC, AU) we are offer-
ing our water re-cooler. For all vacuum casting 
machines a special vacuum pump is available.
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vC 450 / vC 450 v vC 480 v vC 650 v vC 680 v
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
crucible volume   170 ccm = 2.5 kg Au 18 ct*   170 ccm = 2.5 kg Au 18 ct*   245 ccm = 3.6 kg Au 18 ct*   245 ccm = 3.6 kg Au 18 ct*

  245 ccm = 3.6 kg Au 18 ct*   386 ccm = 5.8 kg Au 18 ct*   386 ccm = 5.8 kg Au 18 ct*
 700 ccm =10,5 kg Au 18 ct*  700 ccm =10,5 kg Au 18 ct*

for use of flasks up to ø 130 mm / 240 mm h   ø 130 mm / 240 mm h   ø 130 mm / 240 mm h   ø 130 mm / 240 mm h
  ø 160 mm / 400 mm h   ø 160 mm / 400 mm h   ø 160 mm / 400 mm h

handling+control
vibration technology – /  VC 450 V   in sweep mode   in sweep mode
automatic bell lock/automatic closing system /– /– / /
maximum pressure  1.5 bar/  3.0 bar  1.5 bar/  3.0 bar 3 bar 3 bar
program control/number of programs   by LCD-display, full text readout/20   by LCD-display, full text readout/100   by LCD-display, full text readout/100   by LCD-display, full text readout/100
dual temperature control
flask temperature measurement – –
automatic feeding system w/ autom. sealing rod – – –
automatic flask and chamber lift  
variable vacuum in flask chamber –
turbo pressure/turbo pressure PLUS system /– / / /
additional gas tank for turbo pressure PLUS – – –
turbulence reduction software  
HSC feature

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system  
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
sintering kit (for diffusion bonding)
granulation tank

*  Liquid metal up to top level of the crucible       = standard equipment        = optional

1400° C
4.5 kW 3x400 V

1600° C
8 kW 3x400 V

1700° C
12 kW 3x400 V

1700° C
12 kW 3x400 V

  

picture: 
VC 480 V with optional vacuum 
chamber for large flasks

picture: 
VC 450

picture: 
VC 650 V

23
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the vaCuuM preSSure CaSting MaChineS 
for large CaSting partS

25

Capacity and power for large scale projects

Our large vacuum pressure casting machines are mostly 
used for precise castings in aluminium alloys or for art 
and crafts objects in brass or bronze. They are always the 
first choice for parts with complicated geometry or when 
the number of pieces is not large enough for die-cast 
production. 

VC 1000 V, 3000 V and 12000 V offer the best pre-con-
ditions for high quality castings in aluminium: the hy-
drogen content of aluminium alloys may be adjusted by 
regulating the vacuum during melting. This way, foaming 
of molten metal can be avoided without any melt 
additives. Overpressure in the melting chamber during 
and after casting and simultaneous vacuum in the flask 
chamber optimise form filling especially in filigree or 
thin-walled areas.

the new standard 

All our large VC machines are equipped with a program 
control system with 100 programs. The control panel 
with full text LCD display enables the user to set all pro-
grams and parameters very easy and convenient.  
VC 1000 V and VC 3000 V use the vibration technology 
for improved casting results especially concerning form 
filling and further processing properties. 

picture: VC 1000 V with feeding 
system and window door

picture: VC 3000 V 
with large flask chamber

picture: VC 12000 V

vC 1000 v vC 3000 v vC 12000 v
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
crucible volume*   1,500 ccm = 4 kg Al*   3,400 ccm = 9 kg Al*  12,000 ccm = 30 kg Al*
for use of flasks up to ø 250 mm / 500 mm h ø 450 mm / 600 mm h ø 600 mm / 800 mm h

handling+control
vibration technology   – 
automatic bell lock    
maximum pressure 0.5 bar 0.3 bar 0.3 bar
program control (100 programs)   by LCD-display, full text readout   by LCD-display, full text readout   by LCD-display, full text readout
dual temperature control
automatic flask and chamber lift  –
variable vacuum in flask chamber
turbo pressure PLUS system – – –
turbulence reduction software  

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system
data printer
GSM-modem for remote service

accessories
granulation tank

*  Liquid metal up to top level of the crucible – other volumes on request.       = standard equipment        = optional

1500° C
30 kW 3x400 V

1500° C
20 kW 3x400 V

1200° C
40-60 kW 3x400 V 
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the ContinuouS CaSting MaChineS  – the only 
oneS with vaCuuM and quattro drive

More flexibility, lower costs

With a BLUE POWER continuous casting 
machine, you can produce your own alloys 
or semi-finished products in different shapes 
and sizes in the shortest time: 
 
 _ Wires or bars up to ø 90 mm 
 _ Sheet and strips, e.g. ring production, for 
stamping and pressing
 _ Tubes, perfect as basic material for cutting 
in sections for wedding ring production
 _ Granulates 

The use of a continuous casting machine 
can reduce your investment for material in 
storage considerably. Your processes will get 
faster, more flexible and more efficient. 

Our continuous casting machines are 
equipped with a number of unique details 
which substantially improve the quality of 
the semi-finished material:

unique vacuum system
for highest quality of 
semi-finished material

To reduce the risk of oxidation during melting 
and during drawing, we focus on avoiding 
oxygen contact and on fast reduction of the 
temperature of the drawn material.

Features for fast temperature reduction: 
 _ Cooling water temperature measurement and 
automatic flow control 
 _ Optical temperature measurement in the 
center of the die
 _ Die cooler
 _ Additional secondary cooling system at the 
outlet 

Features to avoid oxygen contact: 
 _ Inert gas system for the melting chamber 
 _ Vacuum system for the melting chamber  –
uniquely available for BLUE POWER continuous 
casting machines (VCC versions)
 _ Inert gas flushing at the die
 _ Optical die temperature measurement
 _ Additional secondary cooling system

All these measures are ideal especially for alloys 
containing copper such as red gold or for silver 
as these materials tend to oxidise easily. 

quattro drive System

The material is drawn off by motor driven and 
pneumatically pressed-on feed rolls. 
A bar end control sensor stops automatically 
when the molten material is spent. 

The optional Quattro Drive drawing unit with 
four instead of two motor driven feed rolls 
produces smoother tubes and sheeting with 
reduced marks of transportation. 

The Quattro Drive System with four feeding rolls. 
On left side in the foreground the additional secondary cooling 
system, on the right side the movable LED spotlight for easier 
feeding control.

Maximum versatility

With a wide range of optionally available equip-
ment the versatility of these machines may be 
enhanced even more. 

Granulation tank and sintering kit
The easy to install granulation tank makes 
each CC machine even more versatile. For 
details about granulation and about available 
tank sizes see page 31. CC 400 and VCC 400 
are furthermore offering a third application 
possibility: with the sintering kit you can use 
this machine for diffusion bonding,e.g. for the 
production of multi-layer rings.

VCC 400 in continuous casting 
mode

The same machine as 
granulating unit...

The program control recognizes the applicated equipment and provides the suited parameter settings on 
the display.

...and here equipped with the 
sintering kit
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the ContinuouS CaSting MaChineS  – the only 
oneS with vaCuuM and quattro drive

numerous options for targeted 
production of semi-finished parts

Flying saw for shorting during drawing
The swiveling electric saw (large picture 
above) moves synchronously with the drawn 
bar or tube. This way you can cut your ma-
terial into defined sections during drawing. 
You don’t need to stop the continuous 
casting process when maximum length is 
reached. 

bending unit

Using the bending 
unit attached to 
the bottom drawer, 
the material can 
be bent without 
mechanical force 
on the die.

hydraulic cutter

The hydraulic cutter is suited for cutting 
wires into pre-defined sections.

CC 400 / vCC 400 CC 1000 / vCC 1000 CC 3000 / vCC 3000
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

capacity
crucible volume   285 ccm = 4.2 kg Au 18 ct*   1,500 ccm = 22 kg Au 18 ct*   3,400 ccm = 51 kg Au 18 ct*

  400 ccm = 6.0 kg Au 18 ct*
 700 ccm =10.0 kg Au 18 ct*

wire / tube production up to   ø 20 mm** /   ø 45 mm**   ø 40 mm** /   ø 65 mm**   ø 70 mm** /   ø 90 mm**
sheet production   50 x 8 mm /   60 x 8 mm    100 x 10 mm    130 x 12 mm

handling+control
100 programs by LCD-display, full text readout by LCD-display, full text readout by LCD-display, full text readout
vacuum/inert gas overpressure –  CC 400 /   VCC 400 –  CC 1000 /   VCC 1000 –  CC 3000 /   VCC 3000
neutral inert gas atmosphere    
optical die temperature measurement    
die cooler with protective gas flushing    
secondary cooler    
end bar sensor    

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system    
data printer    
GSM-modem for remote service    

accessories
Quattro drive drawing unit 
sintering kit – –
granulation tank
bending-unit
simultaneous casting of several wires –   3 wires (not in combination with Quattro Drive)   5 wires (not in combination with Quattro Drive)

coiling equipment –
flying saw
hydraulic cutter

  = standard equipment      = optional      *  Liquid metal up to top level of the crucible – other volumes on request.     ** Special dimensions or profiles on demand     

picture: VCC 400
with optional 
Quattro Drive

1500° C
15 kW 3x400 V / 3x208 V

1500° C
20 kW 3x400 V

1500° C
30 kW 3x400 V

picture: VCC 1000
with Dual Drive

picture: CC 3000 with 
Quattro Drive

29
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SolutionS for granulating

These shotmakers are developed especially 
for granulating bullions, sheet metal or 
casting residues into proper grains. The 
granulating tanks are very easy to remove 
for clearing. 
The GU machines are available with crucible 
sizes from 245 ccm up to 12,000 ccm. 

The major applications are
 _ Preparation of alloys out of gold and 
master alloy
 _ Preparation of alloy components 
 _ Preparation of alloys from components  
 _ Cleaning up of already casted metal 

… each under inert gas atmosphere or 
under vacuum.

Constant metal mass flow
The DDP system is ensuring a 

constant and controllable metal mass flow, 
and therewith gas-to-metal ratio, independ-
ant from the melt level in the crucible.

the granulating Machines gu 500 - gu 12000 
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the Micro Shot Systems gu 500 micro, 
gu 1000 micro and gu 3000 micro

The GU micro series was developed for the pro-
duction of micro granules with a grain size of 
between 0.1 and 1 mm. The systems are based 
on the BluePower granulation units as shown 
on the left but all key components, particularly 
the jet system, are special developments. The 
main areas of application for the micro-granules 
are in metal laser sintering processes, in jewel-
lery surface design and in soldering technology.

GU 500 micro

the granulating tank for vC and CC 
series casting machines

The optional equipment of a vacuum pressure 
or a continuous casting machine with a granu-
lating tank is a suitable solution for occasional 
granulating. 
Granulating tanks are available for all machines 
in the VC series from VC 400 up to the VC 12000 
and for all (V)CC machines.

Main advantages:
 _ Easy installation of the granulating tank
 _ Fast changing between casting process and  
granulating
 _ Ergonomically and perfectly balanced design 
for safe and easy handling
 _ Optimised streaming behaviour of the cooling 
water
 _ Reliable separation of water and granules

Granulating tanks in different sizes: 
left:  GU 500, option for VC 400 - VC 650 V and CC 400
middle: GU 1000, option for VC 1000 and CC 1000
right:  GU 3000, option for VC 3000 and CC 3000

Simple handling of the granulation tanks

Pull-out handle for easy removal of 
the tank insert.

Pour off the residual water... ... and then pour off the granules.

GU 500 GU 1000 GU 3000 GU 12000

crucible volume in ccm* 245-386 1,500 3,400 12,000
volume in kg Au 18ct 3.6-5.7 22.0 51.0 180.0
volume in kg Ag 2.4-3.8 14.0 34.0 120.0
volume in kg Cu 2.1-3.3 12.0 30.0 105.0
generator kw (400 V) 10 20 30 40-60
*  Liquid metal up to top level of the crucible – other volumes on request. 

VCC 400 Quattro with 
optional granulation 
tank

GU 12000
GU 3000 with feeding device for 

recharging material under vacuum
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tilting furnaCeS for Melting and CaSting 
large quantitieS into ingotS or Shell MouldS

power, efficiency and safety

The TF series tilting furnaces are equipped with 
32-bit induction generators providing 15 - 60 kW 
output power (depending on version). 
Low-frequency tuning means excellent through- 
mixing of the molten material. All versions are  
now controlled via a console with an LCD dis-
play with full text readout. 
Efficient thermal insulation and elec-
tro-magnetic shielding ensure a high level of 
effectiveness. Comparison tests carried out by a 
customer proved that the TF 12000 has a higher 
level of productivity than a competitor model 
with twice the performance and correspondingly 
twice the energy costs.

the compact and highly cost-effective 
tilting furnaces tf 2000 and tf 4000

The new „small“ TF machines have been deve-
loped with the focus on least possible energy 
consumption and on safe and ergonomic 
handling. The melting unit and crucible can 
be tilted and locked in position by the user at 
multiple angles for gentler filling. Such “soft 
pouring” also prevents damage to the crucible. 
Pouring off is continuous and gradual, using a 
pivot lever. The operator is forced to stand to 

the side of the machine – away from the dangers 
of the pouring off area. In the rare event of a 
crucible breaking, the machine is not damaged 
– all of the assemblies are covered by a separate 
protective housing. A large collecting tray under 
the smelting unit prevents potential loss of 
metal.

our large tilting furnaces tf 6000 and 
tf 12000

The large crucible volumes of 6,000 ccm re-
spectively 12,000 ccm gives these machines an 
enormous capacity. Because of the potentially 
large weight, the inductor/crucible unit is not 
tilted manually – it uses a motor drive with a 
stable shaft. Use of a joystick enables the tilting 
process to be controlled easily and sensitively.
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TF 12000

Ideal for melting large 
parts: no sealing rod 
construction reduces 
the available space.

Some metals develop a lot 
of smoke and oxides during 
melting. It is better to melt 
them in open systems, with 
use of an air absorber.

No limitation in 
the material size.

TF 4000

tf 2000 / 4000 tf 6000 / 12000

performance
power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

TF 2000: 25 kW TF 6000: 40 kW
TF 4000: 30 kW TF 12000: 40 kW / 60 kW

temperature measurement by thermocouple

capacity
crucible volume TF 2000: 2,000 ccm = 30 kg Au 18 ct * TF 6000: 6,000 ccm = 90 kg Au 18 ct *

TF 4000: 4,000 ccm = 60 kg Au 18 ct * TF 12000: 12,000 ccm = 180 kg Au 18 ct *

handling+control
tilting by lever –
tilting with motor drive (remote control) –
temperature control   by LCD-Display, full text readout
temperature programs 20 100

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, diagnostic system
GSM-modem for remote service

              *  real capacity for casting / useful volume       = standard equipment        = optional                                  33

1500° C
25-30 kW 3x400 V

1500° C
40-60 kW 3x400 V
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Melting MaChineS for handpouring 
and reCyCling

 Mu/Muv SerieS     Mu/Muv C SerieS

With the MU- and MUV-series we offer melting machines 
for many different needs and with crucible capacities from 
155 ccm up to 1,200 ccm. The material is molten in open 
crucibles and poured by hand into the casting mould or 
ingot mould.

Melting units Mu series

These melting furnaces are designed to melt gold and silver 
alloys and as well as aluminium, bronze, brass. 
Due to the strong induction generator (15 kW) and the 
low induction frequency the stirring effect of the metal is 
excellent. 

the Mu as vacuum casting machine: 
Muv/Muvv series

The V-versions include one 
or two additional extra large 
capacity vacuum chambers. 
Evacuating the flask immedi-
ately after pouring improves 
the form filling, 
reduces porosity and avoids 
oxidation of the hot metal. 

the high temperature melting unit Mu 200 C 

The MU 200 C is designed for melting metals with a 
high melting point, such as steel, palladium, platinum, 
chrome-cobalt etc.

scrap
material,

dental gold,
remains from 

production and
recycling

a.s.o.

ingots granules
flakes

melting down melting down Raffination

Subsequent processing of the pure precious metals as new alloys into…

GU
GU micro (V)CC TF / MU MC/VTC/VC

…granulate …semi-finished material, 
ingots or pellets

  …new castings

TF MU GU

…metal powder       …ingots

AU

MU 700 MUVV 700

Mu/Muv/Muvv 200 Mu/Muv/Muvv 400-1200 Mu/Muv/Muvv 200 C
performance

power max. / electrical connection
temperature max.   

MU/MUV/MUVV 400: 10 kW
MU/MUV/MUVV 700: 12 kW
MU/MUV/MUVV 900: 15 kW
MU/MUV/MUVV 1200: 15 kW

capacity
crucible volume 155 ccm = 2.0 kg Au 18ct* MU/MUV/MUVV 400: 400 ccm = 5.0 kg Au 18ct* 155 ccm = 2.5 kg Pt *

– MU/MUV/MUVV 700: 700 ccm = 8.5 kg Au 18ct* –
– MU/MUV/MUVV 900: 900 ccm = 11 kg Au 18ct* –
– MU/MUV/MUVV 1200: 1,200 ccm = 14.5 kg  Au 18ct* –

(non-)perforated flasks with/without flange   up to ø160 mm/400 mm h (MUV/MUVV)   ø 160 mm / 400 mm h (MUV/MUVV 200 C)

handling+control
temp. measurement by thermocouple –
temperature control
temperature programs 20 –

quality management
RS 232, Ethernet, USB interface, 
diagnostic system
GSM-modem for remote service   

    
 

*  real capacity for casting / useful volume       = standard equipment        = optional                                  

1300° C    or
3.5 kW 230 V or 6 kW 3x400 V

 1500° C 1500° C  
10-15 kW 3x400 V

2000° C
15 kW 3x400 V

Melting by induction technology:
The crucible with the material is located 
in the core of the induction coil. By 
generating a strong alternating magnetic 
field, the result is a strong alternating 
current in the graphite crucible and in 
the metal. This leads to fast heating up 
and thorough mixing of the material.

blue power machines 
used in the recycling 
process
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MU 200 C

1280°



Blue Power Casting Systems GmbH
Brettener Strasse 32 · 75045 Walzbachtal/Wössingen · Germany

Fon: +49 (0) 7203 9218 - 0 · Fax: +49 (0) 7203 9218 - 70
e-mail: info@bluepower-casting.com

www.bluepower-casting.com
All machine descriptions and technical data published in this leaflet make no claim to be complete. 

They are subject to change and therefore they are not basis of contract. No liability for printing errors. 
Reprinting and publishing, even as excerpts, are only permitted with the prior consent of BluePower.
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